90 expected at Johnson-Bell Field this weekend for skydiving meet
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90 EXPECTED AT JOHNSON-BELL FIELD
THIS WEEKEND FOR SKYDIVING MEET

MISSOULA--

A total of 90 skydivers from Idaho, Montana and Washington are expected for the 14th Annual Skydiving Meet Saturday and Sunday, May 17-18, at Johnson-Bell Field west of Missoula. The meet is sponsored by the University of Montana Silvertip Skydivers.

The meet, scheduled both days from 9 a.m. to dusk, will include accuracy and free-fall formation jumping Saturday and star formation record attempts and fun-jumping events Sunday. The meet is open to the public without charge. Concession stands will be open during the meet.

Besides skydivers from UM, weekend competitors will be from southern Idaho and the Spokane area and the communities of Billings, Bozeman and Kalispell.
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